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INTRODUCTION 
RECALL an Anosov diffeomorphism is a C’ diffeomorphism f: M + M of a C” 
manifold satisfying the following properties. 
(i) There is a continuous splitting of the tangent bundle TM = 7) @ 5 which is 
preserved by the derivative df, and 
(ii) there exist constants C, C’ and 0 <A < 1 and a Riemannian metric 1 1 on M 
such that 
Idf”(u)ls C’A”(ul for 1: E 77, 
and 
ldf”(u)I L C’h-“1111 for t’ E 5. 
If either the fiber of T) or 5 has dimension one, then f is called a codimension one 
Anosov diffeomorphism. (See [4,7-91 for many facts about Anosov diffeomorphisms.) 
A natural problem is to classify all closed smooth manifolds which admit an 
Anosov diffeomorphism. All previously known examples of such manifolds have been 
infra-nilmanifolds. The object of this paper is to construct the first examples of 
Anosov diffeomorphisms on non-infra-nilmanifolds. 
Let T” = S’ x S' x . . - x S’ (n-factors) denote the n-torus with its standard 
differential structure. 
THEOREM. Let Z” be an arbitrary homotopy n-sphere (n > 4), then the connected 
sum T”#X” admits a codimension one Anosov diffeomorphism. 
When Z” is not the standard sphere, T”#X” is not diffeomorphic to T” (cf. [lo, Ch. 
IS]); hence not diffeomorphic to any infra-nilmanifold. Of course T”#Z” is 
homeomorphic to T”. In fact, Franks’ theorem[4] together with Newhouse’s result@] 
showed that any codimension one Anosov diffeomorphism must be on a manifold 
homeomorphic to T” and conjugate to a linear example. 
This theorem is an immediate consequence -of Propositions 2.1 and 3.1. To prove 
the latter, we need a result of Cerf[2] who showed the homomorphism defined by 
Gromoll[5] 
rl Diff ( Y2) --, no Diff (S”-‘) = tin 
is an epimorphism when n > 4. (Here, 8, denotes the group of homotopy n-spheres 
and Diff (S”) is the group of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of S”.) 
We were led to discover this theorem by our earlier work[3] where an analogous 
result was proven for expanding endomorphisms. This paper is more complicated 
since intricate tapering arguments are necessary; also, a result of Hirsch-Pugh [6, 
Prop. 4.101 is needed here. 
We now outline our construction. In §I we modify a hyperbolic automorphism A 
of T” by replacing a small neighborhood of the origin by a disc D’ x II”-’ constructed 
in 83 to have a different differential structure using r, Diff S”-‘. To ensure hyper- 
bolicity here we make the new diffeomorphism expand D”-’ by a large number j and 
then in 02 choose i, u, s to obtain hyperbolicity also in the region where this 
expansion in D’ X D”-’ tapers away to A. To be more precise, we construct in 01 
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families of manifolds Mij, Nijs and maps 
Fijs : Mij + Nijs, 
G+q: N+ * Mij, 
then show in §2 that (for carefully chosen indices i, j, s and a) the composite 
G;iswFi, : Mij + Mij 
is our Anosov diffeomorphism on T”#E”. 
To help the reader follow the constructions of 01 and 02, we give (for n = 2) a 
diagram (Fig. 1) illustrating some of the sets used; note Ri C Z?ij C Dijc C R” and 
Sij C R’i’C R:C Dijc* We indicate Ri, R’i and Sij by horizontal, vertical and diagonal 
hatching, respectively. Note X2 is the closure of Dij,, - R:, X3 the closure of R:- R’i 
and X4 is R’i’ modified by putting a “bump” in its interior protruding into R*“-‘. 
Fig. 1. 
The arguments in this paper can perhaps be generalized to construct Anosov 
diffeomorphisms of codimension i > 1 on T”#Z” where 2” is in the image of 
Gromoll’s homomorphism 
wi Diff Sn-i-’ + 8.. 
(The authors do not claim to have done this.) We note that the precise image of 
Gromoll’s homomorphism is unknown in general. (Some partial information is listed in 
[ll.) 
Also, when M” is an arbitrary infranilmanifold, it is (in general) unknown which 
are the elements 2” E 8, such that M”#Z” is not diffeomorphic to M”. This is another 
stumbling block to further generalizations. 
We are grateful to M. Hirsch for suggesting Lemma 1.1 to us. 
Both authors were supported in part by the National Science Foundation. 
52. THE BASIC CONSTRUCTION 
In this section, we construct candidates for Anosov diffeomorphisms on manifolds 
homeomorphic to T”. In our construction, we need the following linear algebra result. 
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LEMMA 1.1. For each positive integer n. there exists u matrix A E S,!,,(Z) wifh 
distinct real eigencalues c. el. ez.. . . . e, satisfying the inequalities 
(i) O<c<l and 
(ii) 1 < e, < e2 < * + * < e,. 
Proof. Let A be the companion matrix to the polynomial p(x) = 
X” - &-lx “-I+ a,_zx”-2 _ . . . + (- 1)” where ai = nbliJ for O< i < n and b(i) = 
2[(n - I)+(n -2)+.. . + il. Consider the sequence of non-zero numbers p(O). p(l), 
p(n.3. p(n’). p(n’), . . ., p(n’“-’ ): since the terms in this series alternate in sign. the 
roots of p (these are the eigenvalues of A) satisfy (i) and (ii). 
Given n > 0. pick A satisfying Lemma I.1 and fix this choice for the rest of this 
paper. (We also denote the linear automorphism of R” induced by A with the same 
symbol.) Let uI. cl. ~‘2, . . . t’n_l be eigenvectors for A corresponding to the eigenvalues 
c. e,. e?. . . . . e,-l. respectively. Let U and V denote the subspaces of R” spanned by 
{u,} and {c,. t’?. . . ., en-,}. respectively. Put that inner product on R” so that 
u,, c,. c?.. . . . c,_~ form an orthonormal basis. Identify R” with the set of 2n - I tuples 
in R?“-I whose last n - I entries are 0. and let W denote the subspace of R’“-’ 
consisting of the 2n - I tuples whose first n entries are 0. Extend the inner product to 
R’“-’ so that (U @ V) L W: for each x E R’“-‘. let 1x1 denote its length. 
The constructions of this section depend on a choice of a smooth function 
f: CJ x V + V@ W having the following properties where u E U, v E V and r E R. 
(i) for all U. f(u. ): V+ V @ W is an embedding, 
(ii) f(u, C) = G when 1~1~ I, 
(iii) f(u, rt’) = rf(u. u) provided r L I and [cl 2 I, and 
(1.1) 
(iv) if /V~L I. then f(u. V)E V and lf(u. c)l = JL’I. 
We call such a map f a special function. (In 03, we construct special functions 
from elements in &.) From each special function f, we construct (by tapering) a 
sequence of new functions fi: U x V+ V @ W defined by the equation 
where r E R and t’ E V: these 
replaced by 
f,(ru,, L;) = f ( In (r) 7 uI. u ) ( I .2) 
functions satisfy (1.1) except for property (ii) which is 
f,(ru,. c) = c when either r 5 0 or r z e’. (1.3) 
(This is the first place where tapering occurs in our constructions.) 
We next associate to the special function f two families of closed Riemannian 
manifolds M,, and N,,, indexed by all positive integers i, i and all positive integers s _ 
sufficiently large depending only on i. We first construct M,,: 
sequences of submanifolds R, and S!, of R’“-’ by the following 
and c E V. 
to do this. define two 
formulae where 11 E U 
and 
R, = {u + v E R”IJu( z~ 2e’ and /VI I 3) (1.4) 
9, = {u + f,(u, c)llul I 2e’ and 1~1 I 3). 
Notice R, and 2, agree near their boundaries. 
Let I- be the group of translations T of R’“-’ of the form 
r(l) = x + (a,, 02, ., a:,,_,) 
where a, E Z and a, = 0 if i > n. 
(1.5) 
r, denotes the subgroup of r consisting of T satisfying (1.5) and the extra 
condition that s divides each Q,. (Note r acts by isometries on RI”-‘.) For ali s 
sufficiently large depending only on i. r, satisfies the following condition 
T3,1759, = 0 for all T E r,. Tf id. (1.6) 
For any subset X of R’“-‘. let T,X denote its orbit under the action of r,. When r, 
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satisfies (1.6), define a Riemannian submanifold ./Ii, of R’“-’ by 
Jui, = (R” - l?,R;) U JY,%i. (1.7) 
Since rl acts via isometries on A!is, its orbit space AiJrs is a closed Riemann 
manifold: this manifold is Afis. 
Now, we proceed to construct IViis. For each positive integer j, define a linear 
transformation Aj of R”‘-’ by 
Ai = cx if x E Lr 
jx if x E V @ W. (1.8) 
For all pairs of positive integers i, j define two submanifolds S;i and Lfij of R’“-’ by 
Aj(S,) = Ri 
and (1.9) 
Aj(LYii) = %!i. 
For all s sufficiently large depending only on i, rI satisfies the following condition 
7Yij fl 9ij = 0 for all T E r,, T + id. (1.10) 
When Ts satisfies (l.lO), define a Riemann submanifold Nijl of Rzn-’ by 
Jijs = (R” - r,Sij) U r,sPij; (1.11) 
let iVijs be the orbit space N+/r,. 
We wish to construct smooth maps F;,: Mi, + ZViis for s sufficiently large. (When 
confusion is unlikely, we abbreviate our notation for Fiis to E) First define, for each 
pair of positive integers i, j, a function hi: U x V+ V @ W by 
_fij(u, U) = (llj)_fi(Cu, iv). 
Note Spii has an alternate description in terms of fij analogous 
where u E I/ and u E V, 
Sij ={u + u ER”(]u]s(2/c)e’ and Iuls3/j} 
and 
Yii = {U + hj(u, u)[ 1~1~ (2/c)e’ and IuI 5 3/j]. 
(1.12) 
t0 (1.4) for Bi; namely, 
(1.13) 
We will induce F from a I?,-equivariant map F’:Jt!ir+Nij,. First, define sets R\, 9; 
by the following formulae, where u E U and u E V, 
R{={u + u ~R”]]u]<(2/c)e’ and ]u]~3}, 
%:={u +fi(~, ~)]]~]~(2/c)e’ and 1~1~3) 
(1.14) 
and assume s is large enough so that (1.10) is satisfied and also 
T%!:nse:= 0 for all T E r,, Tf id. (1.15) 
Then r,%{ is a submanifold of Ai, diffeomorphic to the disjoint union of {T%]T E r,]. 
We now define F’ to be the identity off r&B{. The equivariant condition determines F 
on r,B{ once it is defined on A:. (Note 3, c 91~ &is.) To define F’ on %R:; for 
X = U + fi(U, U) E B{, we set 
F’(x) = ( 
U + hj(/.4, U) if IUI 75 2 
U +fi(y(lUl)Uy U) if 2 5 It’] 5 3 
(1.16) 
where y: R+ [c, I] is a smooth function such that y(t) = c for all t 5 2 and y(t) = 1 for 
all t B 3; F’ is well defined because of (l.l), (1.3) and (1.12). (This is the second place 
where tapering enters into our construction.) 
The last objects constructed in this section are smooth maps Giis,r: I’Jijs +Mir 
defined for all integers i, j > 0, all real numbers u > 0, and all s E Z sufficiently large 
depending on i, j and o. (When confusion is unlikely, we abbreviate our notation for 
Gijsm to G,) To construct G,, we need the tapering functions a(a, b, d, CT; ) posited 
below. 
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LEMMA 1.2. Given positice rral numbers a, b, d, and u with a 2 b, there exists a 
smooth function (indexed by a, 6, d, a) a(a, b, d, (I; ): R+ [b, a] and a real number 
K(a, b, d, a) such that 
(i) a(a, b, d, a; t) = a for all t I d, 
(ii) a(a, b, d, a; t) = b for all t 1 K(a, 6, d, a), and 
(iii) ([(dldt)a(a, b, d, a; r)]tl< u for all t. 
(Lemma 1.2 is proven in the appendix to this paper.) 
The linear automorphism A of R” induces an automorphism A : r, + r, by 
~A=AT for all T E r,. (1.17) 
Our strategy, to define G,. is to induce it from a semiequivariant map (with respect to 
A) CL: JViis +&. Assume for the rest of this paper that 
j I e,_l = maximum eigenvalue of A; (1.18) 
let di = (2/c)e’ + 3 and 
Diju = {X E R”llxl 5 max {K(j, ek, di, a)11 5 k S n - 1)). (1.19) 
(Note Sii C Dijc for all i, j and u.) Assume s is large enough SO that (l.lO), (1.15) and 
the following condition are satisfied 
TDii, fl Diju = 0 for all T E I’,, T # id. (1.20) 
(Note (1.15) implies (1.6).) Let Bijo be defined by 
9ijm = (Dijc - Sij) U Yij, (1.21) 
then r,‘Ba, is a submanifold of JV”+ diffeomorphic to the disjoint union of (T9ijclT E 
r,}. Define GAoff TSBi, to be A and on Yii to be Aj; i.e., 
Gxx) = I A(X) for x E Nij, - T$?Jij, Aj(X) for X E Yip (1.22) 
For X E 4, - Sij* x = tu, + y,v1+ yzuz+. . * + yn-IUn-l, define Gb(x) = 
ctu, + zlul+. * - + z,-lu,,-, where the real number zk is given by 
zk = a(j, ek, di, U: lxl)yk (1.23) 
for k= 1,2,..., n - 1. (This is the third place tapering occurs in our constructions.) 
We can now extend the definition of CL to all of Xijs by the semiequivariant condition; 
i.e. 
~GXX) = G6(Tx) (1.24) 
for all T E r, and x E .Nijs. This completes the constructions of § 1. 
82. SOME ANOSOV DIFFEOMOFU’HISMS 
This section is devoted to proving the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For any special function f, there exist indices i, j, s, u such that 
the composite map G,F: Mi, + Nijs + Mis is a codimension one Anosov diffeomorphism. 
Our proof uses the Hirsch-Pugh criteria 16, Prop. 4.101 for a diffeomorphism to be 
Anosov. We now reformulate their result for the reader’s convenience. 
Let M be a closed Riemannian manifold equipped with a diffeomorphism g: M+ 
M and let 17 06 be a splitting of the tangent bundle TM of M into subbundles 77, 5; 
with respect to which, 
(2.1) 
where P, Q, B and C are bundle maps. 
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LEMMA 2.2. (Hirsch-Pugh). Given a number 0 < T < I, there exists an E > 0 
(depending only on 7) such that if 
(a) max {IIPII. IIQ-‘il} c 7 + E and 
(b) max Wll~ llCll3 < E. 
then g: M + M is an Anosov diffeomorphism. 
Recall if E: TJ~ + q2 is a bundle map between Riemannian vector bundles where the 
base space of vl is a compact space X. then 
IIEll = mm W(~)lI (1.1) 
as L’ varies over all vectors of length I in ql. Clearly. if X is the union of a finite 
collection of closed subspaces XL. then IIEIJ = max {IIEIX~II} where El& denotes the 
restriction of E to the part of 7,. lying over X,. ,. 
In applying Lemma 2.2 to prove Proposition 2.1. A4 is Mi,. g is the composite G,F 
and T = (e,)-‘. (Recall e, is the smallest eigenvalue of A larger than I.) We must now 
define the subbundles 77 and 5; both are induced from r,-equivariant subbundles +j 
and g of T&,: 8 consists of all vectors in T&i, C TR’“-’ parallel to V @ W. Off of 
lY&. ij consists of all vectors in T.& parallel to U. Inside of r,.?&. the description of 4 
is more complicated. We need only give it on 9;: the rest of it is then determined by 
the equivariant condition. Let cp;: R, + 92, be the diffeomorphism given by the equation 
cp,(u + t.) = u + f,(u. c): (2.3) 
it suffices to define a bundle +j on R; such that 
dqi(ijlaR,) = ila2e,. (2.4) 
then let 41%; = dq;(+j). Let *JaR, be defined by (2.4) and extend it over the rest of Ri 
by requiring 
d@,(?) c ;i (2.5) 
for each function Cp,: R,+R,(Os I I I) in the l-parameter family defined by 
@,(I( + c) = 11 + tr where u E U. c E V. (2.6) 
Although G,F is not a priori a diffeomorphism. it does induce an automorphism of 
n,M,,; hence. once we show conditions (a) and (b) of Lemma 2.2 are satisfied and 
additionally that P is invertible and C = 0 (for an appropriate choice of i. j. s and u). 
we can conclude that G,F is an Anosov diffeomorphism. 
Define submanifolds 2’; and &Zii, of &,. variants of 2; and 9,,, (cf. (1.14) and 
(1.21)). by 
and 
9’; = {u I f,(u. c)lJuJ s: (Yc)e’ and (L.[ I 2) 
5?:,, = (D,im - R,) U ai. 
(2.7) 
(Recall s was picked large enough for (1.15) and (1.20) to be true.) Note 
32: c 3; c g;:,, (2.8) 
and each maps diffeomorphically to its image under the canonical projection -,Wi, + 
Mi,i identify each set in (2.8) with its image. The filtration (2.8) induces a decom- 
position of Mi, as the union of four compact subsets X, where 
X, = closure (M,, - CZ:,,). 
XI = closure (9:,, - 2;). 
X1 = closure C3?1- 32’3 
(2.9) 
and 
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We must next verify conditions (a) and (b) of Lemma 2.2. First note, since 
d(G,F){ C 5, the bundle map C is identically zero and that it suffices to check (a) and 
(b) on each region X,. We now proceed to our region by region check noting, for each 
Xk, what restrictions on i, j and u are needed for (a) and (b) to hold. 
Recall off of 9?: (i.e., on Xi and X,) F is the identity map; hence, G,F restricted to 
Xi is induced by the linear map A. Therefore, (a) and (b) hold on Xi without any 
restrictions on i, j and (T. 
On XZ, we can identify G,F with Gb which is described by formula (1.23); clearly, 
P restricted to X2 is multiplication by c, hence jjPlXdl= c. The following inequalities 
are easily verified using Lemma 1.2. 
121 ~a, 1%1 so provided k# I, 
and (2.10) 
I 2- a(i, ek, di, a; IxI)I S u. 
Because of (2.10), we see, provided u is sufficiently small (independent of i, j and s), 
that 
and 
IlB PGII < l * QjXz is invertible 
[IQ-‘IX*11 < r + Q; 
(2.11) 
i.e., conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied on X2. 
Note CL restricted to F’(W:) is the linear map A,; X3 (after identifying it with a 
subset of Ais) has the following description where u E U and u E V 
X3 = {u + uI[ul~ (2/c)e’ and 2 I [ul ES 3}, (2.12) 
and <1X3 consists of all vectors in TX, parallel to U. Hence on X3, everything is 
occurring inside of R” and the tangent bundle splitting comes from the direct sum 
decomposition R” = U 0 V; also, GbF’ is the composite of three maps as indicated 
below, where u E U, u E V and u + u E X,, 
u +fi(4 u)+u + u+ U +fi(Y<lul)k VI+ CU +ifi(AUl>~, U). (2.13) 
Relative to (2.13), d(G,,F) restricted to X3 can be written as a product of three 
matrices of bundle maps 
(2.14) 
and the facts listed below follow by a calculation from (1.1) and (1.2) 
(9 l.i. jIBill = li_rn 11~31 = 0; (2.15) 
(ii) {IlSll, llQ31. IKQYllli > 01 . IS b ounded above (independent of i); and 
(iii) for i sufficiently large, Qi is invertible and lims_up IlQi-‘ll< 03. 
Let p, be an upper bound for {Il(Q:)-‘11 Ii > 0) as posited in (2.15) and pz = 
lirns_up IlQi_‘lj. If we pick j large enough so that 
M2 -< 7, i (2.16) 
then, by picking i large enough (depending on the previous choice of j), both 
conditions (a) and (b) of Lemma 2.2 will be satisfied on X3. 
Verifying (a) and (b) on X4 is more complicated since X, is not flat; we merely 
sketch the argument leaving some necessary calculations to the reader. First, we 
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introduce some notation; define I?‘; and Sti by the following formulas where I( E U 
and v E V 
R’~={u+v~~u~s(~/c)~’ and 1~1’2) 
Rji={u+vllul~2eiandIvl~2j} 
%ij = (Rij - Ri) U 2;~ 
(2.17) 
and extend the diffeomorphism vi: Ri+Bi to diffeomorphisms vi: RY+97 and 
vi: Rij+Wij using the same equation (2.3). 
Observe GAF’ restricted to X, = 3’; is the composite of the following three maps 
cp;‘: Be;+ R;, Aj: R’i+ R, and pi: Rij + %ib (2.18) 
Using (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3), we see that 
as j+m, IIQ-‘lXJ -+ 0 uniformly in i. (2.19) 
Now fix an integer j > e,,_l satisfying (2.16) and the extra condition 
IIQ-‘lxll< 7 for this j and all i. (2.20) 
Next, we define splittings +j @ i of TRY and TRib Extend the definition of + (cf. (2.4), 
(2.5) and (2.6)) from Ri to R’i and Rij by requiring 
d4Ditjj) = 4 restricted to the appropriate domain, (2.21) 
and define f’on R’,!, Rij to consist of all vectors in TRY, TRij parallel to V. Relative to 
these splittings and the decomposition (2.18), d(G,F) restricted to X4 can be written 
as the product of three matrices of bundle maps 
(2.22) 
If we define a subbundle 4 for both TR’: and TRij to consist of all vectors parallel to 
U, then by (l.l), (1.2) and (2.21) we have the following fact 
as i + 03, the (maximum) angle between +j and +j goes to zero. (2.23) 
(Recall that j is fixed.) Using (2.23). we see the following is true. 
ljz IPill = l,i, llP’;ll = 1 , 
(2.24) 
and 
{11Q:ll Ii > 0) is bounded above. 
Hence, by picking i sufficiently large, conditions (a) and (b) of Lemma 2.2 are satisfied 
on X4. 
Summarizing, to prove Proposition 2.1, pick j > e,_, satisfying (2.16) and (2.20); 
next, pick i sufficiently large (with j fixed) so that (a) and (b) are satisfied on X3 and 
X.+; finally, pick (T sufficiently large so that (a) and (b) are satisfied on X,. (Conditions 
(a) and (b) are automatically satisfied on Xl.) 
53. EXOTIC TORI 
This section is devoted to proving the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let 2” be an arbitrary homotopy sphere (n > 4), then there exists 
a special function f such that each of the manifolds Mi, constructed from f is 
diffeomorphic to T”#Z”. 
Proof. Let the smooth map g: RX SnW2+ S”-‘, where g(t. v) = v for all v E Snd2 
provided ItI L l/3, represent an element in ml Diff (Y2) whose image in 
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7roDiff (S”-‘) = 8, is the equivalence class of I”. Using g, we plan to construct a 
special function f: U x V+ V @ W. First, identify S”-’ with the unit sphere in V 
centered at the origin and R with U via the correspondence 
t+tur where t E R. 
Let JI,. I&: R = U + [0, l] be smooth functions such that 
cL,(f) = (; 
for all t 5 l/5 
for all t 2 l/4 
‘2(r) = {i 
for all r 5 l/3 
for all r 1 l/2. 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
Define two auxiliary functions h,: U X V + V and h2: U X V-P W by the following 
formulae 
h,(r, U) = W2+ I~l’)lulg(r, v/IvI)~ 
h2(rr U) = 4202+ I~l’)t;, 
(3.3) 
and let f(u, u) = h,(u, u) + h2(u, u). One easily verifies that f satisfies (l.l), and a 
standard geometric argument shows that all the manifolds Mi, constructed by the 
process explained in 81 from this function f are diffeomorphic to T”#2”. 
54. APPENDIX 
This section is devoted to proving Lemma 2.2; it is an exercise in calculus. The 
functions a(a, b, d, a; r) are constructed from the natural logarithm In (t). 
For each positive integer n, consider the function fn: (0, a)+R defined by the 
equation 
f,(r) = a + (l/n) In (d) - (l/n) In (r); 
it has the following properties 
(i) f.(d) = a, 
(ii) $2 fn(r) = - CD, 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(iii) f,,(r) is strictly decreasing, and 
(iv) I[(d/dr)f.(r)]r( 5 l/n for all r > 0. 
Consequently, there exists a unique number d, > d such that f,,(d”) = b and for n 
sufficiently large 
d,,-d>3. (4.3) 
(This extra condition (4.3) is assumed throughout the appendix.) Let o: R+ [0, l] be a 
smooth function such that 
for r s d 
for r B d + 1 (4.4) 
and define 0.: R+[O, 11 by 
o.(r) = y(r + 1 + d - d,); (4.5) 
note these functions have the following property 
for r I d, - 1 
for r 2 d.. (4.6) 
Define a sequence of functions a,: R+ [b, a] by the equations 
a,(r) = dr)U - o,(rM(O + Cl- wW>a + 4r)b; (4.7) 
these functions have the following property 
for all r ZG d 
for all r 2 d.. (4.8) 
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A calculation, using the Mean Value Theorem, shows that for n sufficiently large if we 
choose a(a, b, d, u; ) to be o,, and K(a, b, d, a) to be d,,, then all the conditions of Lemma 
1.2 are satisfied; in particular, condition (iii). 
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